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Lightning to USB OTG adapter with SD / microSD card reader Joyroom S-H142
Enhance the capabilities of your iPhone or iPad. The 4-in-1 Joyroom S-H142 adapter allows you to connect a memory card or USB drive to
your device, and with the OTG function, you can conveniently use a keyboard, mouse or microphone. The plug-and-play system makes
the product extremely easy to use, and the compact design makes it easy for eventual transportation and storage.
 
Convenient file transfer and browsing
With the help of  the adapter you can not only conveniently view files on your tablet or smartphone, but also transfer them in a short
time. The product will allow you to connect a memory card (SD, micro SD) or USB drive to your iPhone or iPad, and then open and copy
photos,  videos  or  documents  stored  there.  The  transmission  speed  is  up  to  60MB/s.  Note:  memory  cards  in  NTFS  format  are  not
supported.
 
OTG function - make your work easier
What else makes the Joyroom adapter capable of making your work much easier? The device supports the OTG function, which means
that with its help you can easily connect a keyboard, mouse, digital camera, headphones or, for example, a microphone to your iPhone or
iPad. As a result, you will expand the capabilities of your equipment and adapt it even better to your needs!
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Plug&Play
The adapter is also extremely easy to use. Thanks to the Plug&Play system, all you have to do is connect it to the device of your choice -
forget about time-consuming configuration! You don't need to install any application either. Now you can go through your files in a few
moments and make your work easier! The adapter also allows you to use your iPad or iPhone while charging - don't worry about your
device suddenly discharging! What's  more,  the high-quality  tin-plated copper cable guarantees unparalleled transmission stability  and
reliable performance.
 
Brand
Joyroom
Model
S-H142
Color
White
Type
Lightning to USB OTG
Material (cable)
TPE
Material (case)
PC + ABS

Preço:

Antes: € 11.5005

Agora: € 9.30

Acessórios para computadores, Leitores de cartões
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